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Editor’s Introduction

Welcome to the sixteenth edition of the 

ICTA newsletter, ”FARES”.

Free of charge, feel free to print and 

distribute and put in your own binder.  If you 

would like to submit an article or personal 

profile,  please feel free to submit all 

content to the email address on the right 

side of this page.

So what’s new in this issue?  Last issue we 

forecasted the number of Checkers that 

survive, this issue we’ll compare to the club 

registry to determine how accurate the 

forecasting tool is in predicting survival.  

Over the last couple of months, at least four 

FREE Checkers have found new owners

within the ranks of our club.  The Seattle

Cab story will demonstrate the generosity

of the members of the ICTA.

On that note, we have a fact based 

article that lays out the demographics of 

the ICTA.  

Did you know that Checker was the first 

significant producer of a diesel 

automobile? You’ll find the full history in 

this issue. 

We’re running three shows this year!  In 

this issue, we’ll introduce you to the 

2018 Southwest show being organized 

by Walt Lynn. 

As always we’ll share photos of taxi 

calamities, members Checkers and 

showcase current used Checkers 

available for sale. 

Please enjoy issue: volume 3 issue 6. 

Editor: Joe Fay
Drivermatica8@yahoo.com

Owner 1949,1950, 1952, 1957 
Checkers
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Southwest Checker Cab Cruise-In

For years we have been listening to requests for a west coast show, well 
Walt Lynn stepped up to the plate and has accepted the challenge of 
running a Checker event. Checker Cab and Classic Taxi fans, it’s official. 
The Disabled American Veterans Chapter 16 in Prescott Arizona is hosting 
The First Annual Southwest Checker Cab Cruise In, sponsored by the 
Internet Checker Taxicab Archive.

First Annual Southwest Checker Cab Cruise In April 12 – 15, 

2018 Sponsored by: The Internet Checker Taxicab Archive 

benefitting The Disabled American Veterans Chapter 16 in Prescott 

Arizona.

DATE TIME EVENT / LOCATION
4/12 1:00pm – 5:00pm Early arrivals and motel check in.

Site A: Apple Creek Cottages (928) 445-7321 1001 White Spar Rd. 
Prescott, AZ 86303

Site B: Days Inn at Ponderosa Pines (928) 778-5770 1290 White Spar Rd. 
Prescott, AZ 86303
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5:00pm – ? Guided driving tour of Prescott in Walt’s cab. Prescott 
history and fun facts. Disclaimer: Walt has 13 grandchildren and has 
been known to make stuff up.

4/13 10:00 am – 11:00 am Guided tour of the Historic Elks Theater 
(928) 777-1370 117 E. Gurley St. #115, Prescott, AZ 86301

Tour is free, donations accepted. `11:00 am – 1:00 pm Free time, eat 
and explore. Lots of shops and restaurants within a 2 block radius. (see 
other points of interest)

4/13 1:00 pm – 2:30 pm Guided tour of Sharlot Hall Museum 

(928) 445-3122 415 W. Gurley St. Prescott, AZ 86301   Tour price 
is $8.00 each.

6:00pm – ? DAV 16 hosted dinner party at: Prescott Brewing Company 
(928) 771-2795 130 W. Gurley St. Prescott, AZ 86301

Free time After party at: Jersey Lilly’s Saloon (928) 541-7854.  Jersey 
Lilly’s is one of our sponsors for this event and will be offering specials 
to show participants.
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Contact Information: Walt Lynn, (928) 830-3652 (text accepted), 6100 E. Antelope Ln. Prescott Valley, AZ 

86314, www.classytaxi.net, walt@classytaxi.net. Daniel Smith, (602) 818-1831, 

checkerhead75@yahoo.com.

4/14 9:00am – 2:00pm  - End of Day Show

Live broadcast by KKLD, Yavapai Broadcasting (9:00-12:00) Raffle prizes donated by sponsors, 50/50 drawings, T-shirts 
and more all day. (T-shirts free to show participants)
1:00pm – 2:00 pm Official awards presentation for: Best Checker in show, Worst Checker in show, Best overall in show, 
all determined by popular vote.

4/14 5:00 pm – 7:00pm Site A courtyard. Unofficial awards presentation, barbecue, live band. 4/15 9:00am – ? Wish 
Daniel Smith a Happy Birthday!! Spanking is optional but be warned, he’ll probably like it. Informal brunch and snacks 
at: Doughboy Auto Repair (928) 778-0800 823 E. Sheldon St. Prescott, AZ 86301

https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http://www.classytaxi.net/&h=ATOBGJ2EQ3D2KOMUSibh7kcwrx19r05DCLXvmv6wHslPJVvOcHJ0O1kp-lFgBEDUKiEAD1yg2MTVwchwXVKEYB-AYE4ysz9JKoAyUteoSLOQq6oILrT0-kt0KlgU3SWZZ4wvANF_lISWg7SgpGA-ECVIgdl_hUlRWDQXIPioXPe5vIE
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The ICTA Registry by Joe Fay

Recently I developed a forecasting model to 

determine how many Checkers may still exist. Once 

the models was completed, the resulting forecast 

determined that there was about 419 surviving 

Checkers.

Posted up on Facebook several folks felt the number 

was too low. Based on that feedback I took another 

approach, I built a databased of known Checkers 

owned by actual people. At first it was daunting to

consider building a database, but once started, it 

turned out to be fairly easy afair as most of the info 

was readily available within our website.

The approach I used was to start with the CCCofA

Checker registry of 2015. Readily available in our 

archive, I was able to scrape out a PDF file in our 

archive, the names, models, partial serial numbers and 

year. I added to that list a significant number of 

Facebook ICTA members: via a post to the group 

requesting information. Thanks to all that 

responded. I also reviewed posts over the last year to 

find members who may not have responded to my 

original post. Additionally I went through the Facebook 

Checker World group and pulled off any members that 

were not on the CCCofA registry or in our group, that 

exercise yielded about four more Checker owners.

Given all that, there still is some gaps, I added 

estimated numbers representing the two major 

suppliers. Using a satellite
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photos of Haverhill, Mass. and publicity posts 

from that organization, I settled on a 

number: 42 Checkers Additionally I reached 

out to individuals who are familiar with Joe 

Pollard’s operation in the Mojave Desert, that 

added about 75 salvage units. Still aware of 

gaps, I added 27 more Checker based on 

known fleets in Florida and Ohio.

So where did we land, as of Oct 22th I am at 

630 Checkers. Not a final number, there are 

still known gaps including Turnpike Checker in 

New York. Still essentially an estimated 

number, we do have a registry of named 

owners match to Checkers. The total for this 

number is 512 Checkers . For actual model 

information we know 471 Checkers by model 

type. Once we break down the Ohio and 

Florida fleet by model, we can get to the 512 

calculation. The chart below depicts survival 

by year of manufacture.

A conservative estimate of 42 Checker are in the top left corner of 

the Haverhill facility
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The chart on the right 

depicts survival by year of 

manufacture.

Now in a database we can 

slice and dice the inventory 

to get a better 

understanding of survivor 

list. Perhaps the biggest 

surprise was the number of 

surviving Checker Model 

A11 taxicabs.

The original estimating 

model used a very low 

survival rate on one tenth 

of a percent of total 

A11production, clearly that 

rate was wrong.
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We now know surviving rates for the 

Checker Model A11 survival 

represent 25% of the total Checker 

survival. That is significant, because 

my original assumption put survival 

very low, and only estimated 64 

units.. 54% wrong on A11s, that sort 

of killed the model considering 

Checker produced 3546 A11 

taxicabs. Clearly A11s were sold in 

the retail market as well as the taxi 

trade.

That one assumption pretty much 

destroyed the forecast as can be 

seen with survivors compared to 

estimates in the chart on the next 

page.  Note that the late 70’s 

projection was clearly wrong. Also 

note mid 60’s survival was lower 

than expected.
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We now have an Excel database. In 

order to try to keep it up to date, 

Michael Pincus has created a 

Google Worksheet now up and on 

the website. As new members join 

our club, we can make a concerted 

effort to update the database.
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The Checker Model A2s of Finland

The 1947-1949 Checker Model A2 is an extremely 

rare vehicle. Designed for taxicab use, these cars 

typically were used until the wheels fells off.  What 

was left was recycled by the taxicab operator for 

the remaining fleet. To give you a sense of how 

rare these cars are: although sold and 

manufactured in the US, there are no known 

survivors in the US. That’s right not a single 

survivor has turned up.

Yet, there are survivors, far away in Finland,  there 

are a handful of Checker Model A2’s that have 

survived. A significant number of used Checker 

A2’s were imported by the Chicago Checker Taxi 

Company a division of Checker Cab 

Manufacturing to serve visitors at the Olympic 

games in Helsinki of 1952. Of the approximately 

500 cars imported in 1950 about a dozen are sitting 

in a barn each one in a different state of disrepair.
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Prior to the lighting of the torch, Finland had to go 

through and extensive post war make over in order to 

be a truly proper Olympic hosting country. The 

makeover insured the that hosts could provide 

adequate facilities and logistic for thousands of 

expected international guests. One key area where 

Finland needed help, was in the upgrading of the aged 

prewar taxi fleet still serving Helsinki.

Commonwealth Tourers were in common use in European taxi service

The following has been pulled from the Finland 

Checker Association:

Lord Mayor of Helsinki, Erik von Frenckel and 

minister Onni Hiltunen recognized, that after the 

sufferings of World War II, the taxi car fleet was in 

a very bad state, and this on the eve of the 

Olympic Games! Foreign currency being very 

restricted, they could get only limited funds for 

buying second hand cars abroad. Autoilijoiden

Hankinta Oy, company established by professional 

drivers, sent a delegation to the USA to Checker 

Taxi Company’s depot field to choose vehicles for 

Finland. Checker happily sold used Checkers to 

the association, Checker was able to generated 

cash for the sale of the used A2’s, under normal 

conditions Checker would have scrapped the used 

taxicab!

The Association’s aim was to buy newer A4 

models but because of the small currency license 
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C-13006 From Chicago Beau TRANSATLANTIC TAXI RIDE Chicago: the first of 500 Checker taxis sold to a cab driver associations 

in Finland is hoisted on the Prince Willhem III here today. The cab cargo will move through the great lakes and Saint Lawrence 

Waterway, and will be transferred in Rotterdam to a Finnish vessel to Helsinki. Any cab that can’t be clear before winter halts 

navigation will be driven to New York for shipment. (Acme Telephoto) 9/29/51 THANKS! to Bruce & Marjorie Uhrich for sharing this 
historic photo!

it was decided to be satisfied with the older A2 

models. Here is an extract from an old memo 

license from 1950s:

“The managing director of ‘Autoilijoiden Hankinta

Oy’, who at same time was the president of AAL 

(Association of professional car drivers) and his 

closest co-worker, were authorized to purchase the 

cars from Checker Taxi Company or from anyone 

else as they found fit. For some totally inexplicable 

reason, instead of looking for newer cars of better 

quality they purchased cars of model 1946-1948 

(only two were 1948 models) which were no longer 

in use. They made agreements to have the cars 

repaired and shipped to Finland. Having little 

knowledge of shipping and other commercial 

matters, they among others, let the cars be loaded 

and re-loaded two unnecessary times. That caused 
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That caused a large amount of the cars to arrive 

in a very bad shape, in addition to the damages 

by the sea. As only a few of the cars that arrived 

were purchased with money from the taxi drivers, 

the drivers assembled in Helsinki to discuss how 

to correct the unhappy deal.”

The bad shape of the cars was a big 

disappointment for the buyers. The newspapers 

took it up widely and the matter was discussed 

even in the parliament. This caused the 

reputation of the cars to suffer from the start. 

Actually, the Checkers with their sufficient space 

and technology, suited Finnish conditions well, 

but there were difficulties with parts and service 

– the situation made worse by the authorities, 

who gave no import licenses for the spare parts. 

The well known Finnish ‘self-made’ car dealer, 

inventor and aviator SPJ Keinänen did his best 

to negotiate for the spare parts or even new cars 

from Checker Taxi Company, but with little 

result. Innocent of the bad deal he was made 

guilty of the misfortune. However, after the 

Olympic games the imported cars were driven to 

their end as taxis all over Finland and are now a 

part of automobile history of Finland.
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Today there are about a dozen survivors, of 

those one is actually roadable and is in original 

condition. Another one is under restoration by 

the Finland Checker Association.

The Checker Association was founded in 

Ruotsinpyhtää approx. 45 miles from the 

Russian border on the 14th of September, 

2009 by fourteen Checker enthusiasts. The 

task of the association is to deal with and 

preserve Checkers and everything associated 

with the brand.

The Association has made significant progress 

on one Checker A2. now finished the car has 

been brought to new condition and wears its 

Chicago livery. The current goal is to complete 

the final touches of the restoration by end of 

2017, then the fun begins. More news to 

follow.

Above Completed a US 

repatriation tour is planned 
for 2018

Right Currently the only 

running and registered 

Model A2 in the world and 
its original!
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Checker Factory Photos 1960’s

Special thanks goes out to Connie Wilson and Dave Powers for providing some fantastic photos of the 

CMC factory circa 1960.  These photos come from the collection of the former CMC Board Members and 

executive Steve Wilson 
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Checker Factory Photos 1960’s

Left Front fender stamping,   Above Chassis in jig.  These photos 

and about fifteen more can be found in the Checker Cab Club 

Facebook photo album
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In the UK we are allowed license plates on American vehicles to use a US sized plate, with smaller than 

usual letters/numbers to fit the car but it still has to be UK spec in every other way. On my trip to the US this 

month.   I bought some proper US spec NYC metal plates from the correct era for my car. I’m going to see if I 

get away with these, otherwise they’ll just be for show purposes. I know they’re not TL&C plates but they’re 

as close as I can find that will put my actual license plate details on!

US Plate Simulation In The UK by Stephen Disbrowe
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Reprint Motor Matters Feb, 8 1980

Who buys those huge, boxy-looking Checker Marathons 

that are becoming a familiar sight in our area? According to 

Al Lambert Jr. general manager of Lambert Datsun-

Checker, just about any type of person you can name.

“Our customers include bank presidents, lawyers, doctors, 

young people with big families, old people, big persons, a 

well known historian, and other types. Mostly they are 

persons who want a practical automobile with a spacious 

interior that won’t go out of style in a few years, and will last 

as long as they want it to. They are folks have true social 

security who are not afraid to be seen riding around in 

something really different.,” young Lambert says.

The Checker Motors Corporation has been making taxicabs 

in Kalamazoo, Mich. since 1922 for large fleet operators. It 

was not until 1948 that the company offered a few to the 

pubic without a lighted taxicab sign on the roof, and with 

paint jobs that were neither checker , nor yellow. In 1959 

Checker began advertising the Marathon for sale to non-

taxi drivers.

Prior to 1965, Checker were powered by heavy-duty

Continental in-line six-cylinder engines. The 

company switched to more modern engines and 

transmissions made by Chevrolet Division of General 

Motors. Now Checker owners can have their 

Marathons and taxis serviced by Mr. Goodwrenches

all over the Country
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Less than a year ago Checker fans were all alarmed 

by the report on November 11th 2016 that a 67-year-

old man died in a single-car crash near Northgate 

Mall in Seattle.

According to the Seattle Times “The car apparently 

struck a tree around 9:30 a.m. at Northeast 

Northgate Way and Third Avenue Northeast, killing 

the driver. Police said, the circumstances that led to 

the crash remain unclear.” Members of the ICTA 

(formerly known as the Checker Cab Club) heard 

from the daughter of Richard Petkovitis, the driver 

who died in the crashed. About her father Kaela 

Petkovitis shared:

“My father ran a cab business in Seattle Washington 

for many years under the names “Classic Cab” and 

“Queen City Cab”. This was the last remaining 

Checker from his fleet and he used it as a daily 

driver for 30 years. I grew up in this car.”

Project: Seattle Classic Cab

Over the next several months, the club would to get to 

know Kaela as a kind and generous Checker fan. Kaela 

shared her found memories growing up around 

Checkers. She shared photographs from her father’s 

thriving Checker company.  Back in the 80’s, when many 

taxicab companies were migrating away from Checker, 

Richard Petkovitis was building his business using brand 

new Checkers.
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In tribute to her father Kaela kindly 

donated many Checker parts from 

her father’s inventory to ICTA 

members. Coordinated by member 

William Crawford, parts were 

distributed to ICTA members on an 

as needed basis. The cost, 

shipping, thats right, parts were 

given to our members for free!

Well now it’s our turn to give back to 

Kaela. This past June 5, Kimberly 

Hastings posted an advertisement 

for a Checker on the ICTA Facebook 

page “The Checker Taxi Stand” the 

ad read with a picture “Straight as 

an arrow 82 champion $2000 

waiting for the right owner. not to be 

parted out. all money will go into 

another restoration. pm me for 

details”.

That single posted generated a lot of Facebook comments. One was 

from Kaela Petkovitis, Kaela posted “Checker #1 of the Queen City 

cab/classic cab fleet in Seattle, WA. This car was in a movie, I just can’t 

remember which one”. Not only was this Checker part of the original 

Classic Cab fleet, it was actually Checker number 1 pictured in the 

header of this blog with Richard Petkovitis!
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Kaela has posted many times about her dream to buy 

a Checker and restore, that said the challenges of 

work, children and finances would prove difficult for 

any family today to achieve such a dream. Daniel 

Smith and William Crawford have hatched a plan to 

restore the Classic Checker 1 and gift it to 

Kaela. Give back to the giver and save another 

Checker. Over the last few weeks the two gentlemen 

have completed the first phase of the project, they 

secured the Checker.

The members of the ICTA are a giving group, thirty of 

our members recently helped restore the website post 

litigation. Now many of those same members have 

contributed to the fund to secure the Checker in 

Seattle. Additionally Dan has been able to work with 

some corporate sponsors: O’Reily Auto Parts and 

Checker Motor Cars in Haverhill, Mass. To date 

Daniel has secure the car and funds to move the 

Checker from Seattle to Phoenix. Now all Dan has to 

do is to get and restore the Checker!
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Daniel is a dedicated Checker nut and is in 

the process of restoring a Chicago 

Checker. Moving forward Dan will be 

working on starting the restoration, no 

problem now he has two Checkers to 

restore! As would be expected Dan will be 

looking for more contributions of money or 

parts. We’ll follow his progress as soon as 

the Checker is delivered to Phoenix.

This should not be a problem, ICTA 

members are truly giving. Our mission is to 

keep Checkers running and to help 

others. We have never asked for dues and 

we have no expectation that we ever will in 

the future. We operate on the giving nature 

of Checkers fans and owners. We hope that 

we can facilitate more projects like the 

Seattle Classic Cab project in the future.

Seattle Classic Cab Leader Dan Smith
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FALL PHOTOS by William Crawford
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The first Checker parts interchange 

appeared in 1961 in a A10/A9 Service 

Bulletin. This is the ICTA’s first attempt 

at building a current interchange 

database.

Using that baseline and the various 

CMC interchange listings created by 

Steve Wilson, a new interchange list 

has been created. More importantly we 

have attempted to not only identify the 

part, but also set up links for ordering 

the parts directly from the 

vendor. Each link provides pricing, 

parts numbers and in some cased 

additional cross reference 

numbers. Our first attempt their may 

be some mistakes, please contact us 

and let us know if there are errors in 

the listing.

ICTA CHECKER PARTS INTERCAHNGE 2017

The following is the table of 

Contents, we have tried our best to 

stay consistent in creating 

comparable sections to CMC Parts 

Manuals:

Group 2   Front Suspension                                                                    

Group 5   Brakes                                                                                       

Group 7  Steering                                                                               

Group 9  Cooling                                                                             

Group 14 Fuel Systems                                                                     

Group 16 Electrical                                                                       

Group 26 Body                                                                               

Group 34 Windshield & Weather 

Seals  

If you would like a copy please email 

us at DrivermaticA8@yahoo.com or 

check out the copy in the files memu

item on the ICTA Facebook group.                                           

mailto:DrivermaticA8@yahoo.com
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THE ICTA, Who Are We?

If you’re reading this article, I am happy to report that you 

are on the website of the largest Checker Cab club in the 

world! Not only are we the largest Checker Cab club in 

the world, but we are the most active.

How can we claim this? This year alone we have 

organized three Checker fan events! Our new 

website www.ICTA.club has more hits daily than any 

other Checker Cab website in the world, making it the 

most popular Checker web destination. Hands down we 

have the most active Checker Cab fan based group on 

Facebook!

Our initial presence started in 2008 with a Facebook page 

called the Checker Cab Club. In 2010 when Facebook 

introduced “group” functionality, we launched a new group 

called the Checker Cab Group. Still running today the 

name has changed to the Internet Checker Taxicab 

Archive. Over the course of close to ten years our little 

group has accumulated close to 1000 members.

But who are we really? One number alone does not 

present who we are and what we’re about, as of 

today we have 990 members.  Let’s go through the 

numbers.

http://www.icta.club/
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For the last 28 days and of this writing, we have had over 700 active members participate in our 

group. What’s an active member? By Facebook standards it’s a measure of real activity in any Facebook 

group: the creation of a post, the creation of a comment or a click of the “like” button is used to measure 

active members. All three of these activities translates to a Facebook “impressions”.

Over the last 28 days we have had over 7000 impressions in the group. Those impressions were generated 

by 708 members! That’s significant, that means 74% of our 990 members have been active in our group for 

the last 28 days. No other Checker Cab fan based group on Facebook can make a similar claim. Analysis of 

the other two groups would yield significantly lower numbers. The newest group would come in with an active 

members metric of less than 10 on 15 active members.
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Also interesting is the breakout of age and sex of our members. One third of our members are under the age 

of 44! That’s a very healthy number. As expected the majority of our members are men, 13% of our 

members in total are women.
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The analysis of member locations is interesting; clearly the majority of our members are from the US, but 

you might be surprised to know that 13% of our members are from: The UK, Sweden, Canada and South 

Africa. Not surprisingly the 12% of our US members are from metro New York and Chicagoland.

Another large population is from Kalamazoo. Those numbers make sense and also support the idea as to 

where future shows should be, we have to go where the fans are based. It’s hard to expect Checkers to 

be driving all over the country to areas that do not have a big Checker followings.
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We still have the largest document inventory on 

Facebook, We have hundreds of photo albums set up 

on Facebook and over 10,000 photo posts by our 

members.  Let’s not forget the over 10,000 pages of 

Checker documents on our web site archive

Those are the metrics, the facts,  but who are we 

from a subjective point of view? We had a very 

challenging Spring with litigation launched by a rival 

club. Difficult as it was, costly as it was, ($42000.00 

in legal fees) we survived! We’re still here and 

based on the activity of the last 28 days, its clear that 

no one rival club could take us down.

Our members banded together and more importantly 

helped fund a defense and rebuild our world class 

web site post litigation. While we were trying to save 

the club, our members also initiated a project to 

restore a Checker and gift to one of the biggest givers 

in the club

In the last 28 days our members have been able to 

work with other legacy Checker owners in order to 

provide access to free Checkers….how’s that for a 

discount program. While others are talking about 

discount programs, our members negotiate “free” 

Checker to deserving members. 

We have provided a safe place to post and have fun, 

we challenge anybody to look through the posts of 

ten years and find one negative post. We have 

provided a safe place to be protected by cyber 

bullies. Don’t forget, we’re  FREE!
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Checker Diesels, The Whole Story

Would you believe that Checker was the first US auto 

manufacturer to introduced the sale of diesel powered 

automobiles on an annualized basis in the US? Believe it 

and here’s the whole story.

Immediately after World War II, and throughout the 1950s 

and 1960s, diesel-powered cars began to gain limited 

popularity, particularly for commercial applications, such as 

ambulances, taxis, and station wagons used for delivery 

work. Most were conventional in design.

Pioneered in Europe, Mercedes-Benz 

offered diesel-powered taxis, beginning in 

1949 with their 170D powered by the OM-

636 engine.

As in Europe, stateside in the US, the 

diesel engine did start to build a 

following. British concern Perkins 

aggressively sold diesel conversion kits to 

many US taxi operators.

F. Perkins Limited, was founded on June 

7th 1932 to design and manufacture high-

speed diesel engines by Frank Perkins and 

Charles Wallace Chapman. 

Before Chapman and Perkins, the diesel 

engine was a heavy and slow revving 

workhorse, lacking performance. 

Chapman’s concept was the high-speed 

diesel – an engine that could challenge 

gasoline as the primary motive power.
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The world’s first high-speed diesel engine was 

Perkins’ four-cylinder Vixen, which made its 

debut in 1932.

In October 1935 Perkins became the first 

company to hold six world diesel speed 

records. Sales were strong and by the time 

of WWII the company made two series of 

engines, P4 and P6. Soon after the war, the 

company went public and established a number 

of licensees for local manufacturing and sales.

In the US in April 1938 General Motors formed 

the GM Diesel Division, the origin of today’s 

Detroit Diesel Corporation. The first model was 

the series 71 two-cycle engine. During World 

War II GM’s diesels were used in many 

applications: tanks, landing craft and road 

building equipment. By 1943, GM Diesel 

produced 57,892 engines. In 1955, GM began 

selling diesel engines to customers other than 

GM.

GM experimental Detroit Checker equipped with Detroit Diesel

The first known Checker to utilize a diesel engine 

was fitted with a 97 horsepower diesel engine 

produced by Detroit Diesel division of General 

Motors. The test unit for GM was put into real live 

taxi cab service operated by Detroit Checker Cab in 

the Spring of 1960.
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Perhaps GM was interested in expanding its diesel business like 

Perkins in the US taxicab market, CMC was not involved with 

this project, Detroit Checker Cab was a franchise taxi operator.

Beyond the GM experiment of mating a GM Detroit Diesel to a 

Checker, the little taxicab producer itself was experimenting 

with other power plant options as a potential replacement for the 

Continental engines found in standard Checkers for over 40 

years. In 1958 Checker experimented with AMC engines and in 

1961 Checker started to equip Chrysler 318 V8s in the 

Aerobuses. In 1964 Checker would abandon the Continental 

and opt for a full line of Chevy six and V8 engines for the 

Checker line. The big news in power plants options for Checker 

would happen in 1967.  ‘

In 1967 Checker would produce 90 Checker Model A11 diesel 

conversions for export. The customer was N. Feldman & 

Son, Checker’s agent in Israel, over the next 15 years Checker 

would have many success and failures with the Haifa, Israel 

based company selling diesel taxicabs
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The Israel cabs featured the Perkins Model 4-236 engine 

which featured a high-strength, cast-iron, cylinder block, which 

was cast with heavy-duty ribbing and a deep skirt that 

extended below the crankshaft centerline for additional 

strength. This block utilized cast-iron, dry-type cylinder liners 

that were pressed into the block. The inline mill featured direct 

injection of the fuel into the toroidal chamber in the piston 

crown to ensure faster starting and maximum fuel economy 

very important for Taxicab service.

The mill used a high-strength, cast-iron, case-hardened, 

precision-ground camshaft. The timing gear was of the helical-

gear type. The unit drove the camshaft and the fuel-injection 

pump. The intake manifold was cast aluminum, with the 

exhaust manifold made of cast iron. The 4-236 utilized a rotary 

distributor injection pump. The pump provided what the 

company called “precision fuel delivery to each cylinder, with 

smooth performance covering idle to the full power range.” 

Automatic advance and retard mechanicals ensured faster 

starting, acceleration, and, most importantly, quiet operation in 

this passenger-type application.
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the Checker Diesel was the first 

and only American built diesel 

powered car. Technically this 

was not correct as Studebaker 

did sell some Larks equipped 

with Perkins diesels in 1963.

The diesel brochure highlighted 

many aspects of the Checker 

diesel: powered by the Perkins 

4.236 diesel engine, was 

designed and engineered to be 

among the most economical 

American-built cars on the road.

The Checker Model D had a 

maximum brake horsepower of 

88 @ 2800 rpm. Total 

displacement of 235.9 cubic 

inches and weighed 700 LBS 

with all accessories.
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In 1968 and 1969, Checker produced 175 and 149 

diesels respectively. That said, Checker would 

end consumer car sales of the diesel in the US 

after 1969, but the end had yet to come for diesel 

equipped Checkers.

Despite exiting the US market, Checker would still 

produce the Checker diesels, but solely for export 

out of the US. Between 1970 and 1972, Checker 

exported 200 diesels to N. Feldman & Son for taxi 

service in Israel.

In 1975 Checker would take another stab at 

producing a Perkins equipped Checker. At least 

one prototype was produced and it is currently in 

the hands of Checker collector Todd Harroun in 

Kalamazoo. According to Harroun the prototype is 

equipped with a Perkins 6.247 Perkins mated a 

400 turbo transmission. The fire wall and floor 

pan was modified to place the large engine in the 

engine bay.
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The prototype was painted Chicago 

livery Green and Cream, making it 

highly likely that the prototype was 

tested in the Chicago loop under 

the supervision of CMC’s Chicago 

taxi unit. The use of the Perkins 

never developed beyond the 

prototype phase, but again, 

Checker would give the diesel one 

more try.

In the late 70’s as a result of the 

energy crisis, General Motors 

would develop new power plants 

that utilized diesel fuel. Between 

1978 and 1985, GM produced 

three versions of a diesel engine: a 

5.7 litre V8 1978-85, a 4.3 litre V8 

in 1979, and a 4.3 litre V6 1982-

1985.Engineering Illustration dated January 8th 1975 Diesel Prototype Frame
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CMC Memo 406 1980 Diesels

In May of 1979, Checker Engineering Memo 

announced that for the 1980 model years 

Checker would again offer a diesel powered 

Checker. The memo also indicated that four 

prototypes were in production to fulfill 

production order number 681 thru 684. In 

calendar year 1979 Checker produced 139 

taxis as 1980 models. In calendar year 

1980 Checker reduced diesel production to 

only 77 units.

GM diesel production peaked in 1981 at 

approximately 310,000 units, which 

represented 60% of the total U.S. passenger 

vehicle diesel market. However, this success 

was short-lived due to the decline in gas 

prices and difficulties resulting from large 

volumes of diesel fuel containing water or 

foreign particles being sold in the US fuel 

marketplace.
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The Oldsmobile diesel subsequently gained a reputation for 

unreliability and anemic performance that damaged the North 

American passenger diesel market for the next 30 years. It would 

also have a major impact on Checker.

In July of 1981 Feldman, the dealer and distributor for Checker in 

Israel, was seeking damages amounting to $7 million from 

Checker and $6 million from General Motors.

Feldman claimed that Checker and GM both represented the 350 

cubic inch, 5.7 liter diesels made by GM to be in good condition 

and free of defects. At the time this representation was made, 

Feldman claimed, both companies were aware that the engines 

were identical to those in the Oldsmobile taxis previously sold in 

Israel which were acknowledged by GM to be defective. 

Feldman said he bought 17 such taxis in 1979 and 1980 for 

$280,000 and resold them in Israel mostly to disabled Israel war 

veterans. As of May of 1981, Feldman claimed, the cabs have 

cost him $75,000 in repairs, and Checker has reimbursed him for 

only $10,000.
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Angry cab drivers, 

Feldman claimed, are 

seeking support for their 

cause from the Israeli 

government. Needless to 

say, the end of the diesel 

as well as the Checker 

was near.

On December 8th 1981 

CMC Engineering Memo 

433 announced the 

discontinuation of the GM 

Diesel V8. We don’t have 

access to 1981 production 

records so its unclear as 

to how many were 

produced.

Among our club members 

overall diesel survival is 

low.
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Recently several 60’s era Checkers have appeared on Craig’s list or Ebay. Regarding GM based diesels any 

were converted to gasoline power. Among our club members overall diesel survival is low. Recently several 

60’s era Checkers have appeared on Craig’s list or Ebay. Regarding GM based diesels many were converted 

to gasoline power finding any is always a challenge. 

CCC member Mark Jamieson owns diesel V8 prototype 
682
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Taxi Calamities!

Crunched Model A8 Flattened Model A9



Classifieds Ads: Current For Sale Oct 28th 2017

1968 Checker Station Wagon, 350 chevy engine, 

automatic, runs good, no rust, interior very good, drives 

well. we have listed this car for a business assoc. 

please call Larry with any question at 

207-590-6170 Arundel, Maine

Presenting my mother’s 1979 Checker Marathon in San Jose, 

California. She’s owned it since June of 1988 (she’s the second 

owner and the original owner drove it out to California from 

Kalamazoo). It was built as a taxi and remained officially in service as 

a taxi until 1997. In 1998 we started on a restoration so the body was 

cleaned up and prepped for new paint and we put just shy of $3K into 

the underside before the city decided to put age limits on taxis which 

effectively retired it. And so it’s been sitting ever since; mostly 

indoors, but enough years outside to have made a difference. The 

invoice we were given for the work on the underbelly showed the 

odometer reading was 70,919 in 1998 and it’s current odometer 

reading is 70,933. I drove it forward and backward for the city’s code 

enforcement department last year so I know it starts and is capable of 
moving backwards and forwards    Best 
Offer contact djansen@unitedcabco.com



“One of 13 such models made in 1982, the final year of production in Kalamazoo, 

MIDark Green with full black vinyl roof and opera windowsBlack vinyl and velour 

interiorOriginal GM 267 CID V-8 engineTurbo Hydramatic 400 three-speed 

automatic transmission and 2.72 rear endDual Frostemp air-conditioningFloor-

mounted auxiliary heater under driver’s seatNew in 2013, paint, vinyl roof, radiator, 

electric radiator fan, exhaust, power front disc brakes, rocker and quarter panels, 

hood, battery, radial tires and cruise controlNear rear brakes in 2016Pioneer 

AM/FM stereo with CD playerDocumentation includes original Checker Motor 

Corporation build sheet”   Best OFFER 636-600-4600

Classifieds Ads: Current For Sale Oct. 28th 2017

56806 Miles Light Blue Sedan 283 CID V8 3-Speed 

Automatic

Currently listed on Ebay, Best Offer Call 832-243-

6220
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Original 1982 Chicago Checker Taxi

Classifieds Ads: Current For Sale Oct. 28th 2017

Up for sale is a 1982 Chicago Checker taxi that is still fueled by 

propane. For those of you who know these cars, this is an 

extremely rare one. This was Chicago cab #4583

Checker made 50 of these vehicles. Many ended up in the junk 

yard. This maybe one of the last one left to survive.

As you can see from the photos, the car is rough. It has its share 

of rust but is not terminal. The body was made from galvanized 
steel. Contact Michael Pincus michael@mypincus.com

1970 Checker taxi cab. 

1970 model A11-E. it has 

has a Chevy small block 

350 in from a NOVA. , a 

Borg Warner 3 speed 

automatic transmission and 

Dana 44 rear axle.

It needs a floor panel in the 

driver side and has some 

rust. It did run two years 

ago. It was going to be my 

project car but I don’t have 

the time. $2500 OBO no 

trades but if it’s the right 

trade maybe. Chevy, gmc

only. Tires are like 80 

percent and rims are nice 

but need cleaned. Motor is 

good I just haven’t got it 

started. I have clean title in 

hand.

Contact Dan 

at Dmanzo777@ymail.com

1970 model A11-E

mailto:michael@mypincus.com
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Classifieds Ads: Current For Sale Oct. 28th 2017

Here is a good running checker Marathon. It has a 

newer GoodWrench 350 crate motor, all new 

exhaust and tires with 80 percent thread. It has 

about a 12 inch stretch and features a middle 

foldout jumpseats. Cosmetic tlc needed. Call 214-

707-9525

Own a American icon. 1982 Checker Marathon. This 

car was never a cab. One of 43 produced

In 82. Have more fun than one person should have.

•contact name:

•Frank  text or call (810) 577-9400

Checker Marathon – $15000 (Swartz Creek,Mi.)
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officially available and less $ than originally anticipated! Set 

of 6 $20, second sets $12, individual $4. All free shipping.

PM me I take Matt Thomas in the Facebook Checker Cab 

Club 

PayPal paypal.me/MThomas773 personal check, coins, and 

gold.

Classifieds Ads: Parts from our Facebook friends

Bill Beurkens has decals for sale. I had these made for 

vehicles made by the Checker Motors Corporation, a 

now defunct company. These are the same exact size 

and shape as the original chromed pot metal badges.

$5 for CHECKER and $8 for the CHECKER Marathon. 

Shipped FREE. These come on application tape to help 

you install them in alignment.

Available in silver, black, chrome-look (I have these on 

my car)

http://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http://paypal.me/MThomas773&h=6AQHDcl6aAQEbx6Xy1L9NZ1-PySqxGQx3GSLA_0xqIPeNyg&enc=AZNRXXpqj79pA2N6LblXUpxjE44LGkxX6pTMACoUuWZ8Bi72gqCQA4v0xSHKrODR5qHLbJbqBVnMwM1_OgrBvme8O02QW9DyJpSJoj8Zigfq9xnoVahs8glkKwSQvPQ7cxN2Zv1xHYdnkz1Lg8tYkdgi8or8rKGVnU0hG95gkb46TIOk_LUWX4ZdTouc5xklYVw&s=1


Checker aficionados Ben Merkel and Joe Fay give us the low-down on the historic 

models and many of its limousine and private car variants, in the USA and in other 

parts of the world. Checker - the All-American Taxi features: The background history of 

the company on-street pictures of Checker cabs in service across the USA and overseas. 

Pictures of rare limousine, Aerobus, private and medical versions. The Galva projects -

new generation Checker models that were never put into production Fully informative 

captions. Short Description. Nothing portrays the American taxicab like the classic 

Checker. Even though it has been out of service for many years, it is still in demand by 

film and TV programme makers. This richly-illustrated book focusses on the history of 

the most famous models, the A-8 to the A-11 and many of its limousine and private car 

variants. Illustrated with archive shots, posed photographs and on-street images.

Available at http://www.earlswoodpress.co.uk/



Advertisement

9331 Johnell Road

Chatsworth, CA 91311

818-999-1485

sales@checkerparts.com

The largest supplier of NOS, 

Reproduction and Used Checker Parts

Specializing in Checker Taxi, Marathon, 

Superba and Aerobus

End Photo

Checker Cab Manufacturing 
Promotional Photo of the new  Model 
A2 Cowl forward unit.  Photo 
Kalamazoo Plant.  

mailto:sales@checkerparts.com

